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SEC Docket Jul 31 2022
Infinite Mobilization Jan 13 2021 The core of what we refer to as the project of modernity is the idea that human beings have the
power to bring the world under their control, and hence it is based on a kinetic utopia : the movement of the world as a whole reflects
the implementation of our plans for it. But as soon as the kinetic utopia of modernity is exposed, its seemingly stable foundation cracks open
and new problems appear: things don t happen according to plan because as we actualize our plans, we set in motion other things that we
didn t want as unintended side-effects. We watch with mounting unease as the self-perpetuating side-effects of modern progress
overshadow our plans, as a foreign movement breaks off from the very core of the modern project supposedly guided by reason and slips
away from us, spinning out of control. What looked like a steady march towards freedom turns out to be a slide into an uncontrollable and
catastrophic syndrome of perpetual mobilization. And precisely because so much comes about through our actions, these developments turn
out to have explosive consequences for our self-understanding, as we begin to realize that, so far from bringing the world under our control,
we are instead the agents of our own destruction. In this brilliant and insightful book Sloterdijk lays out the elements of a new critical theory
of modernity understood as a critique of political kinetics, shifting the focus of critical theory from production to mobilization and shedding
new light on a world facing the growing risk of humanly induced catastrophe.
Bibliotheca Lindesiana Nov 22 2021
Data, computers and the past Oct 22 2021
Epistemic Modalities and Evidentiality in Cross-Linguistic Perspective Sep 28 2019 This volume explores phenomena which come under the
heading of epistemic modalities and evidentiality in more or less well-known languages (Germanic, Romance, Balto-Slavic, Hungarian,
Tibetan, Lakandon and Yucatec Maya, Arwak-Chibchan Kogi and Ika). It reveals cross-linguistic variations in the structuring of these vast
fields of enquiry and clearly demonstrates the relevance and interplay of multiple factors involved in the analysis of these two conceptual
domains. Although the contributions present diverging descriptive traditions, they are nonetheless within the broad domain of functionaltypological linguistics and give access to distinct yet comparable approaches. They all converge around a number of key issues: modal verbs;
the relationship between epistemic modality and evidentiality; the relationship of modal notions with some tense and aspect notions; the
notions of (inter)subjectivity, commitment and (dis)engagement; the prosodic variation of modal adverbs, the diachronic connections
between negation and evidential markers, the connection with mirativity. The volume is of interest to linguists and advanced graduate
students working in general and theoretical linguistics, semantics, pragmatics, cognition, and typology.
Egophoricity Mar 03 2020 Egophoricity refers to the grammaticalised encoding of personal knowledge or involvement of a conscious self
in a represented event or situation. Most typically, a marker that is egophoric is found with first person subjects in declarative sentences and
with second person subjects in interrogative sentences. This person sensitivity reflects the fact that speakers generally know most about
their own affairs, while in questions this epistemic authority typically shifts to the addressee. First described for Tibeto-Burman languages,
egophoric-like patterns have now been documented in a number of other regions around the world, including languages of Western China,
the Andean region of South America, the Caucasus, Papua New Guinea, and elsewhere. This book is a first attempt to place detailed
descriptions of this understudied grammatical category side by side and to add to the cross-linguistic picture of how ideas of self and other
are encoded and projected in language. The diverse but conceptually related egophoric phenomena described in its chapters provide
fascinating case studies for how structural patterns in morphosyntax are forged under intersubjective, interactional pressures as we link
elements of our speech to our speech situation.
Wallace's Year-book of Trotting and Pacing in ... Apr 15 2021
Language Issues in Canada Jan 01 2020 This volume attempts to illuminate Canada s linguistic diversity by bringing together within one
single volume a range of innovative studies which explore Canadian language issues across the political, legislative, social, educational and
linguistic horizons. The ten chapters within the volume constitute a mixture of overview survey articles on a particular theme, as well as
analyses based on large-scale empirical studies, presenting both qualitative and quantitative findings. The multidisciplinary approach
provides complementary insights on a range of key-themes central to the Canadian linguistic context, such as in the case of language politics,
language legislation, language education, sociolinguistics, language contact, language variation and change, varieties of French, minority
language issues and language standardisation. The languages covered include both English and French, as well as Aboriginal languages.
Vine's Complete Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words Apr 27 2022 This classic word study resource allows you to study

the meaning of biblical words in the original languages without spending years learning Greek or Hebrew. A great resource for students,
seasoned pastors, and anyone who enjoys biblical word studies--even if they have little to no formal training in Hebrew or Greek. Vine's
Complete Expository Dictionary: Contains over 6,000 key biblical words, describing word frequency, usage, and meaning as fully as possible.
Serves as a dictionary, commentary, and comprehensive topical concordance all in one volume. Includes the widely used numbering system
found in The New Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible. Contains an introduction describing the history of the languages in which
the Bible was written and other orientating data on how the modern Bible came about. This classic reference tool has helped thousands dig
deeper into the meaning of the biblical text and will enlighten Bible students to the riches of God's truth in Scripture, opening up God's word
as it has never been opened before. This is the most affordable complete edition of Vine's famous Old and New Testament dictionaries
available.
Steve Tomasula: The Art and Science of New Media Fiction Jun 25 2019 Steve Tomasula's work exists at the cutting edges of scientific
knowledge and literary techniques. As such, it demands consideration from multiple perspectives and from critics who can guide the reader
through the formal innovations and multimedia involutions while providing critical scientific, aesthetic, historical, and technical contexts.
This book, the first of its kind, provides this framework, showing readers the richness and relevance of the worlds Tomasula constructs.
Steve Tomasula's work is redefining the form of the novel, reinventing the practice of reading, and wrestling with the most urgent questions
raised by massive transformations of media and biotechnologies. His work not only charts these changes, it formulates the problems that we
have making meaning in our radically changing technological contexts. Vast in scope, inventive in form, and intimate in voice, his novels,
short stories, and essays are read and taught by a surprisingly diverse array of scholars in fields ranging from contemporary experimental
writing and literary criticism to the history of science, biotechnology and bioart, book studies, and digital humanities.
Human Language Technology. Challenges of the Information Society Jun 29 2022 Half a centuryago not manypeople had realizedthat a
new epoch in the history of homo sapiens had just started. The term Information Society Age seems an appropriate name for this epoch.
Communication was without a doubt a lever of the conquest of the human race over the rest of the animate world. There is little doubt that
the human racebegan when our predecessorsstarted to communicate with each other using language.This highly abstractmeans of
communicationwas probably one of the major factors contributing to the evolutionary success of the human race within the animal world.
Physically weak and imperfect, humans started to dominate the rest of the world through the creation of communication-based societies
where individuals communicated initially to satisfy immediate needs, and then to create, accumulate and process knowledge for future use.
The crucial step in the history of humanity was the invention of writing. It is worth noting that writing is a human invention, not a
phenomenon resulting from natural evolution. Humans invented writing as a technique for recording speech as well as for storing and
facilitating the dissemination of knowledge across the world. Humans continue to be born illiterate, and therefore teaching and conscious
supervised learning is necessary to maintain this basic social skill.
Soft Computing Applications Nov 30 2019 These volumes constitute the Proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Soft Computing
Applications, or SOFA 2014, held on 24-26 July 2014 in Timisoara, Romania. This edition was organized by the University of Belgrade,
Serbia in conjunction with Romanian Society of Control Engineering and Technical Informatics (SRAIT) - Arad Section, The General
Association of Engineers in Romania - Arad Section, Institute of Computer Science, Iasi Branch of the Romanian Academy and IEEE Romanian
Section. The Soft Computing concept was introduced by Lotfi Zadeh in 1991 and serves to highlight the emergence of computing
methodologies in which the accent is on exploiting the tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty to achieve tractability, robustness and low
solution cost. Soft computing facilitates the use of fuzzy logic, neurocomputing, evolutionary computing and probabilistic computing in
combination, leading to the concept of hybrid intelligent systems. The combination of such intelligent systems tools and a large number of
applications introduce a need for a synergy of scientific and technological disciplines in order to show the great potential of Soft Computing
in all domains. The conference papers included in these proceedings, published post conference, were grouped into the following area of
research: · Image, Text and Signal Processing li>Intelligent Transportation Modeling and Applications Biomedical Applications Neural
Network and Applications Knowledge-Based Technologies for Web Applications, Cloud Computing, Security, Algorithms and Computer
Networks Knowledge-Based Technologies Soft Computing Techniques for Time Series Analysis Soft Computing and Fuzzy Logic in Biometrics
Fuzzy Applications Theory and Fuzzy Control Bussiness Process Management Methods and Applications in Electrical Engineering The
volumes provide useful information to professors, researchers and graduated students in area of soft computing techniques and applications,
as they report new research work on challenging issues.
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office Mar 27 2022
Reading Revelation Nov 03 2022 "Trafton has produced a clear, understandable, insightful reading of the book of Revelation - not an easy
task for a book that has left many readers puzzled and confused. One of the particular strengths of Trafton's commentary is his close
attention to the structure of John's work and the internal connections between various passages of the book. Readers will also benefit from
Trafton's identification of John's extensive indebtedness to the Hebrew Bible for much of his imagery and ideas." - Mitchell G. Reddish O.L.
Walker Professor of Christian Studies and Chair, Department of Religious Studies Stetson University
Literature and Religious Experience Sep 08 2020 This book challenges the status quo of studies in literature and religion by returning to
experience as a bridge between theory and practice. Essays focus on keywords of religious experience and demonstrate their
applications in drama, fiction, and poetry. Each chapter explores the broad significance of its keyword as a category of psychological and
social behavior and tracks its unique articulation by individual authors, including Conrad, Beecher Stowe and Melville. Together, the chapters
construct a critical foundation for studying literature not only from the perspectives of theology and historicism but from the ways that
literary experience reflects, reinforces, and sometimes challenges religious experience.
Biblica: Vol.58 Jul 07 2020
Mnemonic Echoing in Old Norse Sagas and Eddas Nov 10 2020 This book brings together Old Norse-Icelandic literature and critical
strategies of memory, and argues that some of the particularities of this vernacular textual tradition are explained by the fact that this
literature derives from, represents, and incorporates into its designs mnemonic devices of different kinds. Even if Old Norse-Icelandic
manuscript culture is relatively silent about the mnemonic context of the literature, the texts themselves exhibit multiple reminiscences of
memory. By showing that this literature reveals glimpses of mnemonic technologies at the same time as it testifies to a cultural memory, this
study demonstrates how the past , and narrative traditions about the past, were constructed in a dynamic relationship with ideas that
existed at the time the texts were written. Moreover, the book deals with the function of memory in early book-culture, with metaphors of
memory, and with mnemonic cues such as spatiality and visuality. With its new readings of canonical texts like the Íslendingas gur, the
Prose Edda and selected eddic poems, as well as of less widely studied branches of Old Norse-Icelandic literature, such as the sagas of
bishops and religious texts, this book will be of interest to Old Norse scholars and to scholars interested in medieval Scandinavia and
memory studies.

Metrical Claims and Poetic Experience Jul 19 2021 This volume contributes to the fields of lyric poetry and poetics (especially poetic form),
aesthetics, and German literature by intervening in debates on the social functions, cognitive and emotional effects, and the value of poetry.
It builds on, and moves beyond, previous theories of rhythm to tie meter more particularly to the specificities of poetic language in blending
of embodied responses, cultural situations, and linguistic particularities. The book examines the German-language tradition across three
centuries, arguing that the interdisciplinarity and richness of metrical theory and practice emerge in the heterogeneity of poetry and its
defenders in their specific historical moments. Focusing on Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, Friedrich Nietzsche, and Durs Grünbein, the book
contextualizes each in the metrical and aesthetic debates of his epoch, showing how questions of meter are linked with overarching poetic
goals such as the relationship between form and meaning, the adaptation of the Classical past for German literature, and the ways poetry's
sounds work in the body. It argues that Klopstock's, Nietzsche's, and Grünbein's metrical theory and practice offer valuable insights for
thinking about the ways poetry works and why it matters.
The Westminster Theological Wordbook of the Bible Apr 03 2020 In The Westminster Theological Wordbook of the Bible an outstanding
group of biblical scholars explain key theological and ethical words of the Bible (New Revised Standard Version). In its exploring groups of
related words and drawing the reader into the meanings of the original Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek, Gowan's Wordbook will prove
immensely helpful in understanding important terms such as "Just," "Kingdom of God," "Resurrection," and "Son of Man."
Pop Cult Mar 15 2021 At a time when fundamentalism is on the rise, traditional religions are in decline and postmodernity has challenged
any system that claims to be all-defining, young people have left their traditional places of worship and set up their own, in clubs, at festivals
and within music culture. Pop Cults investigates the ways in which popular music and its surrounding culture have become a primary site for
the location of meaning, belief and identity. It provides an introduction to the history of the interactions of vernacular music and religion,
and the role of music in religious culture. Rupert Till explores the cults of heavy metal, pop stars, club culture and virtual popular music
worlds, investigating the sex, drug, local and death cults of the sacred popular, and their relationships with traditional religions. He concludes
by discussing how and why popular music cultures have taken on many of the roles of traditional religions in contemporary society.
Focus on French as a Foreign Language Jun 17 2021 This book offers sharp new insights into the acquisition and use of French as a foreign
language. The authors are specialists in their particular theoretical paradigms and focus on morphology, morpho-syntax, syntax, discourse,
as well as fluency in the French interlanguage from beginners to advanced learners with different first languages.
Beyond the Skin Oct 02 2022 We are our bodies , we have our bodies , we make our bodies . This three-headed axiom has
made the body the parasite of modern culture. The individual that is fit for modernity was, and certainly still is, expected and
encouraged to embrace its corporeal existence in order to find an answer to one of the most frequently asked questions in the modern
Western world: Who am I? For those who live in Western societies, with a history of individualism, the temptation is to look inside
oneself, to examine one s thoughts and feelings, as if self-identity is a treasure locked inside. The desire to change the skin one inhabits, to
cite Almodòvar, has become territorialized in on-screen media, digital sites and social networks, shuffling the cards as if in an attempt to
dance on the ruins of passing time. Everything is at play, everything is art. Madonna is like Michelangelo. Comic strips are like eight hundred
page novels by Tolstoy. What is up for discussion is the advanced transformation of persons into spectators. The multiplication of screens
creates a visual party . The definition of the boundaries between the social sensorium and today s advanced technologies is the
fundamental, and as yet unsolved, methodological problem arising from the contemporary spatial turn that is coming to maturity thanks
to the re-orientation of the classical digital paradigm. Reclaiming the social throughout embodied practices (Greenwood, 1994) is
basically the ultimate objective of this book. The thinking, feeling and acting body will figure as prominently as the mind, cognition, and
rationality in combining the framework of the research and the methodology underpinning its development. The body is, indeed, the origin
of humans most individual experiences and actions, since it is the point of application of the tuning and calibration of the senses and the
general training of social skills. The notion of body in action in context is, consequently, the methodological proposal that Beyond the
Skin: The Boundaries between Bodies and Technologies in an Unequal World offers to sociology, in order to surpass the new alliance
between human senses and the new media, an alliance staged by bodies moving faster than thought across the maps of contemporary
mobile spaces.
Disaster and Crisis Management Sep 20 2021 A wide range of natural hazards pose major risks to the lives and livelihoods of large
populations around the world. Man-made disasters caused by technological failures, industrial accidents, spillages, explosions, and fires,
compound this threat. Since 9/11, security threats based on violence (terrorism, insurgency, and civil strife) have attracted much
governmental attention and a great deal of public resources. As the scale, frequency, and intensity of disasters and crises have dramatically
increased over the last decade, the failures in responding to these crises have prompted a critical need to evaluate the way in which the
public sector responds to disaster. What have we learned? What has changed in the management of disasters and crises? What do we know
about the causes, patterns, and consequences of these events? This book looks at some of the approaches that can be taken to empirically
examine disaster and crisis management practices. It contributes to the literature on crisis and disaster management, as well as social policy
and planning. Introducing approaches that are applicable to a variety of circumstances in the U.S. and in other countries, it offers ways to
think through policy interventions and governance mechanisms that may enhance societal resilience. This book was originally published as a
special issue of Public Management Review.
Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament May 05 2020
InfoWorld May 29 2022 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld
also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
The Central Intelligence Agency May 17 2021 This unique history offers the most detailed and best documented account of the early years
of the CIA currently available. It reveals the political and bureaucratic struggles that accompanied the creation of the modern U. S.
intelligence community. In addition, it proposes a theory of effective intelligence organization, applied both to the movement to create the
CIA and to the form it eventually took. The period covered by this study was crucially important because it was during this time that the
main battles over the establishment, responsibilities, and turf of the agency were fought. Many of these disputes framed the forty years, such
as the relationship of the CIA to other government agency intelligence operations, the role of covert action, and Congressional oversight of
the intelligence community. The sources upon which Darling drew for this study include the files of the National Security Council, the
wartime files of the OSS, and interviews and correspondence with many of the principal players.
Empirical Approaches to Linguistic Theory Oct 29 2019 The mental representation of language cannot be directly observed but must be
inferred and modelled from its effects at second hand. Linguists have traditionally responded to this in two ways, either going for a fairly
data-light approach and valuing theoretical creativity, or pursuing just those goals for which data is available and trusting to data-driven
descriptive work. More recently, advances in technology and experimental techniques have made data gathering easier and more accessible,
so that a theoretically informed but empirically based approach is rapidly growing in popularity. This synthesis permits linguists to combine

the intellectual hypothesis generation of the theoreticians with the ability to deliver hard answers of the empiricist. This volume is a
collection of papers in this direction, using mostly experiment methods to yield insights into syntactic and semantic structures, language
processing, and acquisition. Papers report corpus data, neurological investigations, child language studies, and fieldwork from minority
languages.
Local Drug Delivery for Coronary Artery Disease Oct 10 2020 Pioneers in the field, the editors have assembled an excellent team of
contributors with extensive experience of threatened vessel closure and restenosis, acute thrombosis, hyperproliferative cellular response,
stents and local drug delivery. Comprehensive and up-to-date, this reference provides fully up-to-date information on currently available
methods of drug delivery, as well as illustrations of drug delivery methods with seventy-five color and seventy-five black and white photos
throughout the book. With this impressive presentation of the most up-to-date methods and applications, as well as a range of photographs
illustrating their implementation, this guide is an excellent resource for cardiologists, pharmacologists, cardiac surgeons, and trainees.
Etymidion II Jun 05 2020 This text is a workbook in etymology and vocabulary building from Latin and Greek elements. An introduction
which gives a brief description of the foreign influence on English vocabulary is followed by exercises in spelling, usage, and the histories of
words. The Latin and Greek sections introduce students to word formation in the classical tongues. Numerous exercises are included to
practice the principles of compounding words and the word elements. The new edition adds fuller explanations and numerous vocabulary
notes to show interesting relationships of words and word groups as well as more exercises and review material, based on feedback from
students in the class during the last five years. Contents: Introduction: The Beginnings of English. PART I: LATIN WORDS IN ENGLISH. Latin
Nouns and Adjectives; Formation of Adjectives; Noun Suffixes; Latin Verbs; Prefixes; Present Base; Suffixes. PART II: GREEK WORDS IN
ENGLISH. Greek Words into English; Noun Base Compounds; Adjectives; Suffixes; Prefixes; Verb Bases. APPENDIX: SUFFIXES FROM LATIN.
Latin Base Words; Greek Base Words; English to Latin; English to Greek.
Beyond the Aspect Hypothesis Feb 23 2022 The Aspect Hypothesis (AH) claims that the association of any verb category (lexical aspect)
with any grammatical aspect (perfective or imperfective) constitutes the endpoint of acquisition. The present book evaluates the explanatory
power of the Aspect Hypothesis for the acquisition of French past tenses, which constitutes a serious stumbling block for foreign learners,
even at the highest levels of proficiency. The present research applies the Aspect Hypothesis to the production of 61 Anglophone 'advanced
learners' in a tutored environment. In so doing, it tests concurrent explanations, including the influence of the input, the influence of
chunking, and the hypothesis of cyclic development. It discusses the cotextual and contextual factors that still provoke «non-native glitches»
at the final stage of the Aspect Hypothesis. The book shows that the AH fails to account for the complex phenomenon of past tense
development, as it adopts a local and linear approach.
Atrocity Labelling Jul 27 2019 Atrocity. Genocide. War crime. Crime Against Humanity. Such atrocity labels have been popularized among
international lawmakers but with little insight offered into how and when these terms are applied and to what effect. What constitutes an
event to be termed a genocide or war crime and what role does this play in the application of legal proceedings? Markus P. Beham, through
an interdisciplinary and comparative approach, unpicks these terms to uncover their historical genesis and their implications for
international criminal law initiatives concerned with atrocity. The book uniquely compares four specific case studies: Belgian colonial
exploitation of the Congo, atrocities committed against the Herero and Nama in German South-West Africa, the Armenian genocide and the
man-made Ukrainian famine of the 1930s. Encompassing international law, legal history, and discourse analysis, the concept of 'atrocity
labelling' is used to capture the meaning underlying the work of international lawyers and prosecutors, historians and sociologists, agenda
setters and policy makers.
A Translator's Handbook on the Gospel of Mark Aug 08 2020
The Rhythm Image Aug 20 2021 Music videos play a critical role in our age of ubiquitous streaming digital media. They project the
personas and visions of musical artists; they stand at the cutting edge of developments in popular culture; and they fuse and revise multiple
frames of reference, from dance to high fashion to cult movies and television shows to Internet memes. Above all, music videos are
laboratories for experimenting with new forms of audiovisual expression. The Rhythm Image explores all these dimensions. The book
analyzes, in depth, recent music videos for artists ranging from pop superstar The Weeknd to independent women artists like FKA twigs and
Dawn Richard. The music videos discussed in this book all treat the traditional themes of popular music: sex and romance, money and fame,
and the lived experiences of race and gender. But they twist these themes in strange and unexpected ways, in order to reflect our
entanglement with a digital world of social media, data gathering, and 24/7 demands upon our attention.
The Decline of the French Passé Simple Dec 12 2020 This book discusses the features of the alleged disappearance and uses over time of
the passé simple, while testing its vitality against contemporary corpora. Now evolving as a stylistic marker, that tense has not yet been
superseded.
The Rise of the Global South Aug 27 2019 Global Christianity has been experiencing an unprecedented historical transition from the West
to the non-Western world. The leadership of global Christianity has taken on a new face since the twentieth century. Christendom in Europe
and America has experienced a great decline while there has been a rise in Majority World Christianity. Churches in the Global South have
given their voices to global Christianity through their leadership, world mission movements, and theology. The phenomenal church growth
has risen from the Pentecostal and Charismatic movement. Pentecostalism has become the dominant force in global Christianity today. The
Rise of the Global South examines the significance this shift has had on global Christianity by going through the history of Christianity in the
West and the causes of the shift.
Machinic Assemblages of Desire Dec 24 2021 The concept of assemblage has emerged in recent decades as a central tool for describing,
analysing, and transforming dynamic systems in a variety of disciplines. Coined by Deleuze and Guattari in relation to different fields of
knowledge, human practices, and nonhuman arrangements, assemblage is variously applied today in the arts, philosophy, and human
and social sciences, forming links not only between disciplines but also between critical thought and artistic practice. Machinic Assemblages
focuses on the concept s uses, transpositions, and appropriations in the arts, bringing together the voices of artists and philosophers that
have been working on and with this topic for many years with those of emerging scholar-practitioners. The volume embraces exciting new
and reconceived artistic practices that discuss and challenge existing assemblages, propose new practices within given assemblages, and
seek to invent totally unprecedented assemblages.
Greeks in Turkey Sep 01 2022 This book provides a solid and critical historical examination of the endorsement, development and course of
Greek nationalism among the lay/clerical leadership of the Greek Orthodox minority of Istanbul during the last phase of the dissolution of
the Ottoman Empire and the first years of the newly established Republic of Turkey. The focus is on the political role played by the
ethnocentric communal elite, who actively championed the Greek nationalist plan of the Megali Idea (Great Idea). Based on a comparative
investigation and synthesis of a wide array of Greek and British archival sources the book engages with the various stages of
Constantinopolitan Greek elite nationalism in Turkey and partly in Greece, and examines its manifestations, its level of success and its

consequences on the minority during the crucial period of 1918‒1930. The main argument is that the internal dynamics, the policies and
the responses of this powerful communal elite vis-à-vis other communal factions as well as Greek irredentism and Turkish nation-building
conditioned to a significant degree the construction of specific representations and perceptions of the group s collective identity and
determined the status of the Greeks of Istanbul as a national minority in Turkey until nowadays. Providing a thorough analysis of elite
politics during and in the aftermath of the Greek-Turkish War and assessing the application of the minority clauses of the Treaty of
Lausanne (July 1923), the volume is a key resource for students and academics interested in nationalism and minorities, modern Greek
history, Ottoman and Turkish history as well as for policy makers and specialists working in the diplomatic field, the Greek and Turkish
public service, international institutions and non-governmental organizations.
Greek Memories Jan 25 2022 An original exploration of Ancient Greek conceptions of the relationship between memory, time, knowledge
and identity across diverse genres.
The Second Language Acquisition of French Tense, Aspect, Mood and Modality Jan 31 2020 Temporal-aspectual systems have a great
potential of informing our understanding of the developing competence of second language learners. So far, the vast majority of empirical
studies investigating L2 acquisition have largely focused on past temporality, neglecting the acquisition of the expression of the present and
future temporalities with rare exceptions (aside from ESL learners), leaving unanswered the question of how the investigation of different
types of temporality may inform our understanding of the acquisition of temporal, aspectual and mood systems as a whole. This monograph
addresses this question by focusing on three main objectives: a) to contribute to the already impressive body of research in the L2
acquisition of tense, aspect and mood/modality from a generative perspective, and in so doing to present a more complete picture of the
processes of L2 acquisition in general; b) to bridge the gap between linguistic theory and L2 acquisition; c) to make empirical findings more
accessible to language instructors by proposing concrete pedagogical applications.
Art Therapy in Australia Feb 11 2021 This book maps the postcolonial terrain of art therapy in Australia. It documents Australian
approaches that simultaneously reflect and challenge some of the dominant discourses of art therapy. It is visually innovative and addresses
four overarching themes: histories, aesthetics, postcolonialism and place.
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